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Sky Force Reloaded launched about 3 weeks ago and I still can't get enough of the vertical shooter. The mobile rendition of its predecessor, Sky Force, Sky Force Reloaded brings all the action and fun of the previous game into a beautifully designed mobile package. The game essentially involves running through virtual
missions where you are challenged to shoot down attackers, save humans and collect stars and other resources along the way. As you work your way through various challenges, you will sometimes unlock different maps that give you either coins to new planes or ships or a different reminder card that may be permanent
or only last for a certain amount of time. For those wondering exactly what different plans you can unlock and the skills that come with them or the different types of reminder cards you can get in the game, we've put together a guide to everything we've been able to unlock so far. As we unlock more ships and maps, we
will continue to add them to this guide. Sky Force Reloaded Planes And Cards Guide There are nine aircraft to unlock in Reloaded Skyforce. Photo: iDigitalTimes Planes To UnlockBasic Red - No name, no specific skills. Just your standard floor pattern received at the beginning of your first game. Enforcer: Gives main
cannon 10% damage increase - This is the first plane upgrade you'll get (my personal favorite). You receive it shortly after playing and finishing a goal on stage or two. Iron clad: Gives 50% health boost, 10% speed deduction - You will unlock this plane after completing the four goals in the 1Swift Justice stage: 50%
health reduction, 10% Increased Speed - You will unlock this aircraft after completing four goals in Stage 2 Limp Beserker: Gain Max Firerate But Health Ridiculously Low - You will unlock this plane after completing four goals in the stage 3Ambulance: Increase rescue speed, Ridiculously low health - Have not got this
plane unlocked yet. I'm told it unlocks after stage 8Space Award: Increased rescue speed, Ridiculously low health - Haven't got this plane unlocked yet. I don't know what step unlocks it. Sky Force Permanent Cards There are 24 permanent cards and 6 temporary reminder cards to unlock in Sky Force Reloaded Photo:
iDigitalTimes There are 24 permanent cards that you can lock that give you permanent boosts in the game. Augmentation du taux de drop de HangarCardLucky ShieldReduced Plane Production TimeSupport Drone #1Support Drone #2Reduced Upgrade Installation TimeFaster Human RescuingMain Weapon
SuperchargeInitial Rate Fire UpSabotage Disarming Field On Stage 5Increased Ship Part RateIncreased Missile DamageActivate Laser DispensersActivate Megabomb Dispensers Activate energy shield dispensesLonger rescue ropeupgrade prices reduced by 10%Health RegenerationEnergy Shield To Begin WithMega
Bomb To Begin WithIncreased Plane's SpeedScore Bonus - Retro PlaneTemporary CardThere are six temporary cards to unlock that will give you a game boost. Map Map Rate IncreaseThe rate increaseReagged Magnet PowerMaximum Fire RateInstant Plane ProductionInstant Upgrade InstallationRandom Power Up
At Mission Start in: Edit Comments Share Cards or more specifically, Permanent/Temporal Bonus Cards, is the game's way to provide additional upgrades and benefits for the player. They appear as collectibles on any output and can be found only by chance or by using the Map Radar function for better chances.
Research has revealed that permanent bonus cards are much rarer than temporary bonus cards. There are a total of 24 permanent maps and 6 time maps. Permanent cards will continue to appear until all 24 have been acquired, after which they no longer appear in the exits. In particular, map 24 can only be collected
once the other 23 have been obtained. Also, card 24 cannot be collected in any way until you beat the Omega. Time maps give an advantage for only 15 minutes, but will continue to appear by chance. You can only find one card per output, whether permanent or time, never both at a time and never two temporary card
effects together, only until the previous one expires. You must successfully complete an exit to recover any card found. Death on an exit will make you lose the card you picked up. Some cards are exclusive only to iOS/Android, and some cards are exclusive only to PC. Basically, it replaces the cards on the same
number. Permanent Bonus Card Card No. Description of the name Image 1 Largest hangar (iOS/Android Only) New hangar has just been built. Our aircraft storage capacity has been increased by 3 units. If you never want to worry about the short planes, please consider buying the Airplane Generator from the store.
Exclusive only for iOS/Android 1a Powerful Drones (PC Only) Your support drones have been mounted with new guns that we are prototyping. This should give them a good boost of firepower. Let's just hope they don't break... ' Exclusive only for PC 2 Card Drop Rate Increase Taking a card mixing seminar at the casino
greatly increased the chances of finding bonus cards during your missions. 3 Lucky Shield Your Energy Shield has been upgraded with the Emergency Discharge Module. It will activate the shield for a short time, saving your plane from a blow that would otherwise destroy it. The module can only be used once per
mission As the device is still a prototype, the probability of successful discharge is estimated at 20.532%. 4 Reduced time Aircraft (iOS/Android only) The additional assembly line has reduced the time it takes to manufacture a new aircraft. If you never want to worry about the short planes, please consider buying the
Airplane Generator from the store. Exclusive only for iOS/Android 4a Your Ghost Collect Stars (2 Players Only) (PC Only) Hey You! So you got shot. Do you think it's over? It's not over yet! Get your.... Hull back on the ground and help by collecting stars. Exclusive only for PC 5 Support Drone (1) (1) autonomous cannon,
on a leash to your plane. It has a collision avoidance system so you don't need to worry about taking a hit or crashing into an enemy with it. 6 Support Drone (2) 7 Reduced Upgrade Installation Time (iOS/Android Only) Part of our hangar crew has been replaced by robots to reduce the time it takes to install new upgrades
to your aircraft. The price of speeding up the process has also decreased. Exclusive only for iOS/ Android 7a Reduced Missile's Reload Time (PC Only) There was a faulty bearing in your missile loading mechanisim. We replaced it, so the missiles will recharge a little faster now. Exclusive only for pc 8 faster human
rescue The lifeline now has small knots, so the rescued person can climb the rope while being pulled up. This reduced the time it took to rescue stranded survivors. The ambulance aircraft performs the fastest rescue operations, as the rope is replaced by a rope ladder. 9 Main Weapon Supercharge Module has been
installed. To use it - add the second finger right next to the one you control your plane with. The weapons will stop firing and start charging. When you release your finger, the cannon fires bullets that have accumulated for a short period of time. The charging process requires that the navigation computer be shut down, so
that the aircraft will not be able to move for a short period of time. Warning: If you load the weapon too long, the module will explode. Hold the corresponding key and release it. The cannon will fire bullets accumulated during a short period 10 Initial Fire Rate Up Ammunition Loading Mechanism has been upgraded by
replacing the weak ferrite magnets in its engine with super-strong neodymic magnets. This has increased the starting shot rate of your main gun by one level. 11 Sabotage Disarming Field at Stage 05 The Task Force was dispatched to Stage 5 to destroy the energy barrier protecting this area. The mission was
successful. Unfortunately, our agents have not been able to prevent the deployment of the secondary defense system, the EMP missile launcher. 12 Increased rate of vessel fall The broad-spectrum analysis of satellite images increases the likelihood of spotting hidden aircraft parts. 13 Increased Missile Damage We
were able to increase the damage of your homing missiles by impaling more explosive materials. Some of the unimportant security modules had to be removed to free up the space. 14 Activate Laser Dispensers Special Operations team Yellow has infiltrated enemy territory and activates laser dispensers. Your plane
over an active distributor to load your Laser Cannon 15 Activate Mega Bomb Dispensers Special Operations team Red has infiltrated enemy territory and activate mega bomb dispensers. Plane over an active distributor to load your Mega Bomb 16 Active Energy Shield Dispensers Special Operations team Blue has
infiltrated enemy territory and activate Energy Shield dispensers. float float Plane over an active dispenser to load your energy shield 17 longer lifeline Our search shows that our agents lose on average 7 kg of body weight, waiting to be rescued. Based on this information, we now use a thinner but longer lifeline. This
gives you more leeway when you save our man from the battlefield. 18 10% Reduced Upgrade Prices The Intel team has identified and eliminated the weak link in our supply chain, reducing the cost of purchasing upgrades to your aircraft. Eliminated means that we no longer deal with this guy. He's just a bad merchant,
nothing bad has happened to him. 19 Health Regeneration Coating the hull of form memory fibers will slowly repair all the damage your aircraft receives during a 20 Energy Shield mission to start You crash your planes quite often and building new ones is expensive. Someone from the Department of Finance has
calculated that providing you with a free energy shield for each mission should have a positive impact on the finances of our organization. 21 Laser to start We hit a good deal for laser power-ups! Every decent driver is now eligible for a free laser every time they go out on a mission. You have qualified as a decent pilot. 22
Mega bomb starting with all the research we analyzed shows that there is no economic reason to grant you a free mega bomb at the beginning of each mission. Yet someone gave the order to do so. You must have high-ranking friends... 23 Increased aircraft speed The installation of a set of manoeuvring thrusters has
increased the speed of your aircraft's movement. 24 Score Bonus, new weapon for the classic The command wants to appreciate your perseverance and your combat performance by giving you a score bonus of 10%. The research and development team has improved our basic fighter (The Classic) by replacing its main
gun with a powerful laser whip. Test it in battle as soon as possible! Time bonus card No. Description of the name Image 1 Increase in drop card we borrowed the Joker card at the casino. This card is known to attract other cards to it, increasing your chances of successful card hunting even further. The card must be
returned to its owner in 15 minutes, or they will never lend it to us again. The best results are achieved by combining this map with the Ace of Spades aircraft. More chances to find maps on almost every exit when stacked with card 02, Lucy Clover technician and ace of aeroplane spades. 2 Increased magnet power
(iOS/Android only) Overloading your magnet's coil with twice the rated current greatly increases the force stars and power-ups are attracted to your craft. The downside is that the coil core of the coil heats up too much. We can only withstand the overload for 15 minutes before the nucleus melts. The magnet power is
maximum at Lv 3 for the duration of 'Exclusive only for iOS/Android 2a Extra Stars (PC Only) Scarlett is up to something... We found that enemy units carry more stars than usual. Their operation will be over within 15 minutes, so let's be rich as long as it lasts! Basically, it doubles the stars of destroyed enemies. 3
Maximum fire rate Cooling barrels of liquid nitrogen allows for an irresponsibly high fire rate. The cooling tanks are large enough to withstand 15 minutes of rapid fire. You start with a maximum fire rate at Lv 10. 4 Instant Plan Production (iOS/Android only) The power grid suffers from some voltage spikes. For this reason,
our industrial robots are operating at 10,000% efficiency, producing new aircraft at an alarming rate. We have to stop these surges in the next 15 minutes, or the machines will burn. Basically, you have infinite amounts of aircraft lives, which is equivalent to the PC version. Exclusive only for iOS/Android 4a Increased
Megabomb's Damage (PC Only) Our weather stations show an increase in atmospheric pressure. This will cause your megabombs to deal further damage. Hurry up! The time will clear in about 15 minutes. Exclusive only for PC 5 Instant Upgrade Installation (iOS/Android Only) Our hangar crew now uses wireless power
tools to install upgrades to your new aircraft at no time. Unfortunately, nickel-cadmium batteries can only last 15 minutes of intense workload. On average, the timer falls anywhere from the moment to a few minutes (1-4mins) depending on the upgrade level and timer - Exclusive only for iOS/Android 5a Increased laser
damage (PC only) Your laser beam is now further concentrated by an additional optical lens that we found lying in storage. Too bad it's made of plastic and will burn in 15 minutes - Exclusive only for PC 6 Random Power-Up At Mission Start Our arms dealer wants you to get a taste of all the power-ups. It provides you
with free laser, mega bomb or energy shield at the beginning of each mission! This generous offer is time-limited and will only last the next 15 minutes. Trivia [edit - change the source] When you collect a time bonus card, their timelessness doesn't start until you recognize the card's collection. As such, you can actually
retain its insurrable, especially if you want to keep this bonus to play at a later time. This is especially useful when you collect the maximum shooting rate card that helps kill 100% of medal races and other similar purposes, and you want to commit to playing only later. However, be aware that you will lose this bonus if
your gaming session is restarted, depending on how your mobile phone handles put pending programs. Temporary cards can also be purchased by chance when collecting gift boxes. The temporary effects of the card will activate for an entire output as long as you press the Start button before the update actually runs
until 00:00. The time remaining perceived does not matter as long as you do this. In the PC version, the temporary card update is stopped when you leave the game and start again when you enter the game. Game Play Planes Community Maps available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. More Sky Force
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